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Fractal Mapper 8.0: Classic Blue TSR-Style Maps 



In this tutorial we’ll be creating a map that is very reminiscent of the Classic Blue TSR-Style made 
popular in the late 70's to early 80’s. The main software being used in this tutorial features Fractal 
Mapper 8.0 by NBOS http://www.nbos.com/  
 
A finished map will look similar to the following: 

 
 
Tools needed: 
Fractal Mapper 8 
Classic Blue Tiles (Optional) 
Classic Blue Cavern Tile (Optional) 
External Graphics Program (Optional) 
 
(Optional) 
The Classic Blue Tiles and Classic Blue Cavern Tile sets were originally created for use with Dungeon 
Crafter, and are available for download in Dragonsfoot’s maps section:  
http://www.dragonsfoot.org/maps/index.shtml 
 
Once my map is finished, I prefer to export it as a .png file and open it in my favorite graphics program 
to add the finishing text and Classic Blue mapping symbols/graphics that I’ve mentioned above. 
Preference for graphic program choice is up to you, and while Fractal Mapper handles text well, I find it 
easier for me to use an external program like Paint Shop Pro 7.4.  

http://www.nbos.com/
http://www.dragonsfoot.org/maps/index.shtml


Let’s begin: 
Open Fractal Mapper 8 
1) Set Map Size (Map - Map Setup) to 200 x 200 

 
 
2) Set the background color to color (RGB: 0,114,188). Click add to Custom Colors, then OK. 
    Note: You can choose any background color here you like at this point other than black. 

 
 
3) Turn the grid on (Map - Grids) and set it to Square and 10 X 10 and Black for color, then click OK.  
    NOTE: This gives you a 20 X 20 10 foot grid. 

 
 
4) Turn on the Snap to Square Grids (Map – Snap-To Square Grids).    

 
 
 
 
 
 



5) Choose the Dungeon Rooms (on the Custom Tools interface), and then set the Line style to Clear. This 
ensures the rooms do not have an outline around them. It might seem counter intuitive to not have an 
outline around each room/hallway, but this will actually save a bit of time now, and laying out the 
rooms/hallways without an outline is much quicker.  

 
 
We’re now ready to design our map. 

 
 
6) Since our grid is setup with snaps active, the dungeon room tool is really quite handy, and you can 
quickly create a layout that fits your needs. Pick a starting spot, and start laying down rooms and 
connecting corridors. To draw a hallway, hold down the left mouse button and drag the length you 
need, and then drag the width. 

 
 



7) Continue laying out your dungeon, adding various shapes as needed/preferred. When finished, it will 
look something like this.  

 
 
8) Change the grid color to our Classic Blue. Go to (Map - Grids), then set the background color to blue 
(RGB: 0,114,188).  

 
 



At this point it looks good, but it’s hard to tell rooms from hallways. 

 
 
9) We’re now ready to export and add the finishing touches. Go to Export (File – Export…).    

 
 
10) Choose a location to save your file by hitting the browse button and choose a file format. I prefer 
.png since it allows for transparency. 

 
 
11) Add in Classic Tiles and walls. In this example, I’ve dropped a door in, and will finish it by painting in 
with a brush set to 2 pixels wide and our Classic Blue color. 

 



12) The same finished section. 

 
 
13) Add room numbers and a title/legend and voila!, instant Classic Blue TSR-Style Map. 

 
 
That’s it. Obviously this is just one technique of which many exist but I hope this tutorial aids you in 
creating your own Classic Blue TSR-Style maps. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Silverleaf 


